Accommodation Request Form
Thank you for your interest at Bakkara Hotel - the biggest hotel on the river and
one of the largest hotels in Kyiv.
A unique experience of living on the river is also available on the wide waters of the Dnieper. Since
2009 in Kyiv, on the Venetian island, the hotel-ship "Bakkara" was docked. Standing on its deck, you
will feel the spirit of independence and voyage, and immediately replace from business to leisure.
No matter how rich your day was, easily you will fill yourself in an atmosphere of harmony and care.
Being in the capital, you will leave noisy city and will find yourself in a cozy place, where the best view
of the city is opened. The hotel has 200 rooms, a conference hall, a restaurant with a terrace viewed
to the water and a summer bouquet area.
Bakkara - is the most unusual hotel on the river in Kiev, where you will get a rest from business and
city bustle!.
RESERVATION DETAILS
Room Category

Please specify your
choice by number of
rooms

Special rate, EUR / UAH*

CLASSIC, PARK VIEW
CLASSIC, RIVER VIEW
Arrival date

40 EUR / 1300 UAH
50 EUR / 1650 UAH
Departure date

Guest’ name and surname
Credit Card number and
expiry date for guarantee
Personal e-mail
Phone
-

Breakfast and VAT are included.
Rate in EURO will be counted according to exchange rate on the day of payment (rate in UAH is fixed).
Touristic tax at amount of 1% from the daily room rate is to be paid additionally according to applicable
Ukrainian legislation.
CHECK-IN TIME:
15:00. In case of early check-in, the payment will be done as follows: hotel guarantees early check in case of
payment additionally 100% of room’s rate; for 50% room’s rate of rooms will be given upon availability (from
6a.m.)
CHECK-OUT TIME: 12:00. hotel provides late check out case for 50% room’s rate of rooms will be given upon
availability (till 9p.m.)
In case of no-show full room rate for the first night will be charged to your credit card/or invoiced to the
company. No Cancellation fee applies if reservation is cancelled before 12:00 (local time) on the day of arrival.
Payment: All charges to the guest`s own account. Payment by major credit cards or cash (in Ukrainian Hryvnas
only).

Special Offer is available during September-October 2018
2017.
Please send request form to reservation@bakkara-hotel.com.ua
ATTENTION! You can make a reservation ONLINE | USE A PROMOCODE TO BOOK: MEDIA-WEEK

1, Venice Island, Kyiv, Ukraine, 02002
Теl.: + (38 044) 369-34-35, fax: + (38 044) 369-34-34
reservation@bakkara-hotel.com.ua bakkara-hotel.com.ua

